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External Source System

•Designed to detect 7Be ν by 
elastic scattering

•No event directionality or 
unique signature

•Solar nature confirmed only by 
annual flux variation

•300 tons of active organic 
liquid scintillator

•100 ton fiducial volume

•~250 keV threshold (14C)

•Neutrino signal mimicked by 
natural radioactivity

•Sources of systematic error1

•Fiducial volume (6%)

•Detector response (6%)

•Dependencies on position, particle type, etc.

•Cut efficiencies (0.3%)

•Position resolution, α/β discrim.

Calibration can address all of these!
IV shape from camera system (10/07)

Critical factors to monitor for detector stability:

•Nylon vessels

•Shape & appearance (tears, defects)

•Condition during filling

•Inner vessel scintillator 

•Density, PPO concentration, humidity, etc.

•Temperature profile
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Maintaining Borexino’s 

unprecedented radiopurity:

•Dust & Particulates
•Components cleaned to Class 30 (or better)

•System located in a Class 10 cleanroom

•O2/Rn/Kr/Ar Exposure
•Operations performed in a glovebox

•GB + seals purged with LAKN

Other considerations

•Must have minimal light blocking

•Must accommodate higher IV 
pressure (relative to cleanroom)

•For accurate fiducial volume 
determination, the source position 
must be known to within 2cm

Decouple into two subsystems:

•Insertion

•How to get it there

•Location

•How to find its precise location (±2cm)

•Insertion rods (1m long) 

•Neutrally buoyant in scintillator

•A hinged rod allows 90° rotation

•Teflon “tether” tube

•Holds LED/fiber for imaging

•Empty tube used for sampling

•Load lock (6-way cross)

•Isolates higher IV pressure

•Source coupled below sliding 
seals

Source Deployment Method4

•A series of interconnected rods are 
lowered into the detector

•One rod is hinged

•A tether tube is fed alongside of the rods

•The tether is retracted to bend the 
hinge to the required location

•The entire assembly can be rotated 
azimuthally

•The system effectively maps out 
cylinders

Insertion System Components

•Glovebox

•Purged with LAKN

•Lower pressure than IV

•Sliding seals

•Separate hi-lo P areas

•Purge rod couplings

•Feedback instruments

•Measure tether length

•Liquid level / sweeper

LED at center of detector

Methodology

•7 digital cameras affixed to SSS

•LED/fiber attached to source

•Cameras define rays to the source

•Triangulation yields LED position

•Reference points in each camera assembly

•Allows for corrections to lens misalignment

•Also used to locate light sources on the vessels

Location System Components4

•Kodak DC-290 digital camera

•2.1 Megapixels

•Fully remote controllable

•Nikon FC-E8 fish-eye lens

•USB extender

•Transmit over CAT5, convert back to USB

•Halogen bulbs for illumination

•Fixed point light sources 

•N2 feed

•PC interface & custom software

•Radioactive sources

•Must mimic natural radioactivity

•Same scintillator as IV 

•Minimal light blocking

•Activity of 10-100 Bq

•Isotopes used are short lived or 
removable by purification

•222Rn in each source for quenching meas.

•Fiber optic source4

•266 & 355 nm fibers, LED for location

•Located inside quartz vial glued to 
Teflon tube

Insertion System Interface

•Instrumentation read-out

•Relays (pumps, valves, alarms, interlocks)

•Analog I/O (flow, pressure, strain, O2)

•Digital I/O (tether, ventilation, liquid level)

•Monitor for out-of-range values, issue 
alarms (local and system wide), and auto-
correct where necessary

Location System Interface
•Configure cameras

•Exposure time, focal length, etc.

•Operate cameras, lights, LEDs

•PMT safety 

•DAQ inhibit (LED), HV interlock (Lights)

•Offline analysis (LED pos’n, vessel shape)

Non-invasive insertion system4,5

•14 blind re-entrant tubes on SSS

•Source placed in a bottle attached to a fish tape 

•Fish tape fed until it contacts the end of the re-
entrant tube 

•The bottle makes an electrical contact with the 
re-entrant tube which lights an LED

•Designed to deploy a 228Th source 

•Highly penetrating γ from 208Tl (Eγ =  2.6 MeV)

•Study background rejection, position 
reconstruction efficiency, FV monitoring, etc.

•1% measurement in <15 hours (7.4 MBq
source)

•Can deploy a thermocouple for temperature 
profile of WT
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Scintillator
300t PC+PPO

Nylon Vessels

IV: 4.25m

OV: 5.50m

Water Tank

2100 m3 H2O

Stainless Steel Sphere

2212 PMTs, 1350 m3


